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ABSTRACT 

Small and Medium scale Enterprises (SMEs) are key economic growth drivers in the African sub 

region. Over the years, the information technology (IT) needs of these SMEs have resulted in 

increased requirements for enterprise IT solutions that are more efficient and have high 

availability and scalable over time. Cloud computing presents such solutions that can be of 

immense benefits to SMEs. This research explores the prospects of cloud computing for SMEs in 

Ghana and identifies the security benefits and challenges associated with moving corporate data 

into the cloud. Recommendations are subsequently made to enable cloud users make informed 

decisions. Interview and survey methods were employed to collect data for analysis. Three cloud 

service providers and fifty SMEs were used for data collection. Twenty people comprising of 

CIOs, owners and managers and users of cloud computing services were interviewed. Again, 

eighty questionnaires were also administered.  

The outcome of the research indicates that SMEs adopting cloud computing services will see 

improved service delivery and increased efficiency and productivity. There is however, the need 

for massive awareness to be created by service providers to enable SMEs take advantage of the 

benefits that cloud computing offers. 

The main concern of users in the cloud environment is data security and privacy. Security and 

privacy within and outside the cloud is shared responsibility of service providers and users. 

These concerns could be mitigated by ensuring that effective security controls are put in place by 

both parties. This research allows for informed decision to be made about the security risks and 

benefits of using cloud computing. 
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1.0 Introduction 

In today’s highly competitive business environments, businesses are finding ways and means to 

operate efficiently so as to cut cost and maximize profit. A new paradigm of computing, cloud 

computing has emerged to change the old ways of computing. Cloud computing has emerged as 

one of the enabling technologies that allows the Information Technology world to use computer 

resource effectively and more efficiently (Mell & Grance, 2011). What this means is that users of 

the cloud have the luxury of unlimited computing power at their disposal as and when they need 

it. The demand for connectivity across Africa is driving the development of sophisticated 

systems to boost performance and facilitate mobility which are both key priorities for consumers. 

Cloud computing has generated considerable hype in Africa (Rizzo 2012, Maaref 2012). One of 

the most frequently cited reasons offered by businesses for adapting a Cloud application is that, 

cloud services are accessed and paid for as and when you need it. This is also achieved without 

the need for any major investment in IT infrastructure and skills. Small and medium scale 

enterprises which do not have the financial power to invest in ICT infrastructure can take 

advantage of the numerous services that cloud computing offers.  

 

In as much as much as this is important and attractive for the enterprise, the necessary 

precautions must be taken to ensure that confidentiality, integrity and available of information 

and information systems are not compromised in the cloud environment. 

But with IT vendors pushing the technology case, few companies have taken the time to look at 

the value it can offer as well as the challenges it presents from a business perspective. The future 

of cloud computing in emerging markets in Africa is great. Ghana as a developing country has a 

very young IT industry with huge potential.  Cloud computing provide business opportunities for 

up and coming and established Ghanaian entrepreneurs who can invest in acquiring servers as 

well as data storage computers to provide cloud services. On the other hand, businesses can take 

advantage of the numerous services that cloud computing offers to gain the competitive edge. In 

Ghana, the technology industry is betting its future on serving customers and businesses through 

mobile cloud applications. At the same time, governments and non-governmental organizations 

are betting that cloud-based technology can help transform their economies and societies, which 

will translate into improvements in education, public health, and the environment. It sounds 
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great, but making the cloud work in Africa and for that matter Ghana remains a non-trivial 

problem because of the challenges that exist. However, these very challenges make Africa an 

increasingly attractive region for cloud computing, especially for mobile applications. “Out of 

the over one billion people in Africa, only an estimated 140 million use the Internet, but over 600 

million use mobile phones, according to data from the World Bank”  (Gallagher 2012). 

However, apart from the general issues that confront cloud computing such as security and legal, 

there exist numerous challenges peculiar to the African market that needs to be addressed to 

realize the potential of cloud computing. 

 

 

1.1 Cloud type and services providers 

Cloud computing technologies promise to change the way businesses operate. Cloud services 

have made it possible for organizations to operate across institutional boundaries. This has led to 

overcoming the physical barrier present in isolated systems. Cloud services and virtualization are 

driving major shifts in IT spending and deployments. Cloud services give companies the 

flexibility to purchase infrastructure, applications, and services, from third-party providers with 

the goal of freeing up internal resources and recognizing cost savings. Businesses have the 

flexibility to subscribe to one of the following different type of cloud depending on their needs; 

public cloud, private cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud. From this cloud computing types 

numerous services could be rendered by service providers to consumers. These include software 

as a service (SaaS), Platform as aservice (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) (Kepes 

2011). Details of these cloud type and service would be discussed under the theoretical 

framework chapter. 

 

 The figure below depicts some the service available to a cloud consumer. 
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Figure 1: Service available for a cloud consumer. 

 

Source: NIST  

 

 

1.2 Cloud Computing Adoption Trend  

Cloud Computing is a new computing paradigm which has gained a lot of attention over the last 

few decades. The technology analysts at Gartner see cloud computing as a so-called “emerging 

technology” (Fenn et al. 2008) which offers IT resources and services of the internet. The driving 

force has been its effective use of computing resources and management of information. Cloud 

Computing services allow the flexibility of IT operation outsource, easily adapting to growth or 

contraction, reduction in IT infrastructure cost  and respond quickly to new market conditions. 

Delvin et al, 1999 indicates that a cloud service is implemented by some sort of pool of servers 

that either share a database subsystem or replicate data. Iyengar describes cloud computing as the 

mobile and remote data center that users share with your neighbors and strangers alike. (Iyengar 
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2011). Thus cloud computing enable users to cost effectively access all their IT resources 

anytime, anywhere, anyhow. International Data Corporation (IDC) report forecasted in 2009 that 

worldwide cloud services will be in the order of $17.4bn. The estimation for 2013 amounts to 

$44.2bn. Recent IDC cloud research shows that worldwide revenue from public IT cloud 

services exceeded $21.5 billion in 2010 and will reach $72.9 billion in 2015, representing a 

compound annual growth rate of 27.6% (Gleeson, 2009). It has been estimated that the cost 

advantages of Cloud Computing to be three to five times for business applications and more than 

five times for consumer applications (Lynch, 2008). According to a Gartner press release from 

June 2008, Cloud Computing will be “no less influential than e-business” (Gartner, 2008). 

Boss also describes cloud computing can also be described as ultimately virtualized system and a 

natural evolution for data centers which offer automated systems management (Boss et al., 2007, 

p4). In the enterprise, the “adoption of Cloud Computing is as much dependent on the maturity 

of organizational and cultural (including legislative) processes as the technology, per se” 

(Fellowes, 2008). 

 

1.3 Data Protection in the Cloud 

Information and data have become one of organization’s greatest assets. The amount of data 
created and held by business is increasing on daily basis and keeping it safe continues to be a 
major cause for concern. Using cloud services present different security challenge to an 
organization than traditional IT solutions due to cloud service models and operational models 
employed and the technology used to enabling them.  In an invent that the process or function 
fail to provide expected results cloud users are left at the mercy of cloud service providers. 
Information asset thus become widely public and distributed and control is somehow handed 
over to a third party. The onus lies on the cloud service providers and users to ensure the security 
of data in the cloud. Some organizations are reluctant to adopt cloud services although it is the 
best solution they may have to their problems due to cloud security issues. In a study by IDC for 
cloud service user survey, security ranked first as the greatest challenge issue of cloud as shown 
in the figure below (IDC 2009). 
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Fig 2: Challenges/issues of cloud computing 

 

 

Again, in the previous survey in 2008, Security was ranked first by 74.6%. 

 

The security responsibilities of both the provider and the consumer greatly differ between cloud 

service models.   

The figure below illustrates these issues: in SaaS environments the security controls and their 

scope are negotiated into the contracts for service; service levels, privacy, and compliance are all 

issues to be dealt with legally in contracts.  In an IaaS offering, while the responsibility for 

securing the underlying infrastructure and abstraction layers belongs to the provider, the 

remainder of the stack is the consumer’s responsibility.  PaaS offers a balance somewhere in 

between, where securing the platform itself falls onto the provider, but securing the applications 

developed against the platform and developing them securely, both belong to the consumer. 
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Fig3: How security get integrated   

 

Source : CSA 2011: Security Guidance for Critical Area of Focus in Cloud computing V3.0 

 

Beyond this, CSA also categorizes two main domains of security focus namely the governance 
and operations domains.   

The governance domains: This address strategic and policy issues within a cloud computing 
environment namely; 

 Governance and Enterprise Risk Management 

 Legal and Electronic Discovery 

 Compliance and Audit  

 Information Lifecycle Management 

 Portability and Interoperability 
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The operational domains: This focus on more tactical security concerns and implementation 
within the architecture. 

 Traditional Security, Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery 

 Data Center Operations 

 Incident Response, Notification and  Remediation 

 Application Security 

 Encryption and Key Management 

 Identity and Access Management 

 Virtualization 

 

Cloud Security Threats 

Top Threats to Cloud Computing (CSA 2009) 

 Abuse and Nefarious Use of Cloud Computing 

 Insecure Application Programming Interfaces 

 Malicious Insiders 

 Shared Technology Vulnerabilities 

 Data Loss/Leakage 

 Account, Service & Traffic Hijacking 

 Unknown Risk Profile 
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1.4 Problem Description 

 

Over the last few years, cloud computing has been a buzz word in the Ghanaian information 

communication technology industry. A lot more emphasis has been placed on benefits for 

businesses which include reduced cost and increased productivity. Despite the fact that cloud 

computing has a huge potential in Ghana and Africa as a whole, there exist numerous challenges 

that needs to be addressed. In Ghana, the private sector is dominated by SMEs and employs 

about 90% of the economically-active population. (Ghana Statistical Service). Over the years,  

most of these SMEs have struggled to survive the competition whiles others have gone out of 

business due to huge financial burden incurred in attempts rejuvenate their businesses especially 

in the area of ICT. Statistics show that about 30% of starts up businesses perform poorly because 

they have not embraced ICT to improve access, efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of their 

service delivery. Again, businesses that have embrace ICT are usually confronted with the huge 

capital investment in the ICT infrastructure (Ghana Investment Promotion). Adopting cloud 

computing services by these businesses would no doubts enhance their effectiveness and see a 

boom in ICT industry and thereby serve customers better.  

 

With the establishment of the few cloud service providers (Vericloud Ghana, NCS, MTN Ghana, 

and Vodafone Ghana) in recent years, it is worth mentioning that the functions of cloud 

computing being adapted by these businesses are inevitable. Whiles the rate of adoption has 

accelerated, concerns over cloud computing security and issues remain high. Many businesses 

are moving corporate data into the cloud without having a deeper understanding of its security 

implication and other challenges. Information on cloud computing pertaining to Ghana is also 

limited and not readily available. The little information available is fragmented and variable. So 

far, there has not been dedicated research on cloud computing issues in Ghana. For effective and 

secured migration into cloud services, a lot more facts need to be established, including scientific 

evidence on cloud computing issues pertaining to the Ghana ICT environment. 

This research seeks to investigate the security risks, challenges and opportunities of moving 

coorporate data in to the cloud in the Ghanaian SME’s perspective. In this research an attempt 
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would be made to explain the concept of cloud computing with its benefits and challenges with 

emphasize on security. 

 

1.5 Objectives of study 

The main objectives of this thesis are to highlight the concept of cloud computing and the 

associated opportunities, security risk and challenges for small and medium scale industries in 

Africa (Ghana). These include; 

 

 To identify the security benefits and challenges of moving corporate data into the cloud 

in the developing world. 

 To Identify opportunities that exist in the Ghanaian market 

 To give recommendations on  best practices of moving into the cloud 

 

1.6 Research questions  

What are security challenges/risk of moving corporate data into the cloud in the context of SMEs 
in Ghana? 

 

1.7 Motivation 

Cloud Computing has emerged to be the next big thing in the modern corporate world. Apart 

from the present day software and technologies, cloud computing will have a growing impact on 

enterprise IT and business activities in many large and small organizations. Researching in this 

area with respect to developing countries will provides an insight to how businesses would 

strategically adapt cloud computing to gain the competitive edge. Again a discussion of various 

peculiar issues that confronts organizations in developing countries with regards to cloud 

computing would help remove some of the obstacles and pave way for future research. 
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1.8 Limitations of the Study 

The main challenge for this study was the reluctance of the organizations used for the study to 

share confidential information with the researcher. This was expected due to the sensitive nature 

of security and implication it might have on the organization. This challenge was overcome 

when the research team assured the organization of anonymity. Due to time, funds and logistics 

constraints, the researcher limited the study to small and medium scale enterprises. 

 

1.9 Research approach 
In order to achieve the objectives of this thesis, mixed research method approach was adopted. In 

mixed methods research, both quantitative and qualitative data are collected and analyzed 

(Creswel 2003). Mixed method research approach has gain popularity in a number of disciplines 

(Johnson et al., 2007, Leech and Onwuegbuzie, 2009).  The choice of mixed method approach 

for this study was largely governed by the fact that the researcher wanted to provide a 

comprehensive analysis of the research problem.  

Creswel and Plano-Clark (2007) define mixed research methods are follows; 

“Mixed methods research is a research design with philosophical assumptions as well as 

methods of inquiry. As a methodology, it involves philosophical assumptions that guide the 

direction of the collection and analysis of data and the mixture of qualitative and quantitative 

approaches in many phases in the research process. As a method, it focuses on collecting, 

analyzing, and mixing both quantitative and qualitative data in a single study or series of 

studies. Its central premise is that the use of quantitative and qualitative approaches in 

combination provides a better understanding of research problems than either approach alone”.  

This study was conducted sequentially in two phase. Phase One used qualitative semi-structured 

face-to-face interviews where the researcher sort to gain in-depth knowledge of the associated 

opportunities, security risk and challenges of cloud computing for small and medium scale industries. In 

phase two, a quantitative self-administered questionnaire survey, provided an overall statistical 

picture of situation from cloud service providers and SMEs perspective.  
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2.0 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Background of computing evolution 

This idea of a computer or information utility was very popular in the late 1960s. In 1961, a 

renowned computer scientist John McCarthy predicted that computer time-sharing technology 

will lead to a future in which computing power and even specific applications could be sold 

through the utility business model (McCarthy, 1961). However, this idea was not to be realized 

at the time since information communication technologies could not support it. Recent 

evolutions in information communication technology have led to a more distributed computing 

environment, while also reviving the utility of centralized storage.   

 

Cloud computing implements the idea of utility computing where computing is viewed as a 

public utility.  Cloud Computing has evolved through Grid and Utility Computing, Application 

Service Providers, Software as a Service and now Cloud (Stark 2012). Cloud Computing today 

refers to a collection of services delivered via the Internet and customized specifically for a 

business’s size, industry or current needs. Solutions can range from a single SaaS application for 

multiple users, to a team of technology experts that compliment an internal IT team or a fully 

outsourced, virtual IT department that can take full responsibility of day-to-day management. 

Cloud Computing offers companies a much more flexible and customizable model than 

traditional on-site computing. The figure below adopted from Bohm et al shows computing 

history milestones. 
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Figure 4: Milestones of computing history. 

 
 

Source: Bohm et al 

2.2 Survey of Definitions of Cloud Computing 

There is no one single definition of cloud computing. Experts and industry players have 

attempted to define cloud computing in various ways. Below is a survey of cloud computing 

definitions: 

NIST defines cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction”. (Mell and Grance 2011) 

 

According to Youseff et al. “cloud computing can be considered a new computing paradigm that 

allows users to temporary utilize computing infrastructure over the network, supplied as a service 

by the cloud-provider at possibly one or more levels of abstraction” (Youseff et al. 2008). 
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According to Armbrust et al. “Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as 

services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the datacenters that provide 

those services. The services themselves have long been referred to as Software as a Service 

(SaaS). The datacenter hardware and software is what we will call a Cloud. When a Cloud is 

made available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the general public, we call it a Public Cloud; the 

service being sold is Utility Computing. We use the term Private Cloud to refer to internal 

datacenters of a business or other organization, not made available to the general public. Thus, 

Cloud Computing is the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing, but does not include Private 

Clouds” (Armbrust et al. 2009). 

Being grid computing scholars, Buyya et al. postulate a more technical focused approach, 

regarding cloud computing as a kind of parallel and distributed system, consisting of a collection 

of virtualized computers. This system provides resources dynamically, whereas Service Level 

Agreements (SLA) are negotiated between the service provider and the customer (Buyya et al. 

2008). 

 

They claim that “clouds are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources 

(such as hardware, development platforms and/or services). These resources can be dynamically 

reconfigured to adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource 

utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which 

guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by means of customized SLAs” (Vaquero et 

al. 2009). 

 

The market research company IDC for example defines cloud computing very general as “an 

emerging IT development, deployment and delivery model, enabling real-time delivery of 

products, services and solutions over the Internet” (Gens 2008). 

Another example of a market research company’s declaration is Gartner’s definition of cloud 

computing as “a style of computing where massively scalable IT-enabled capabilities are 

delivered 'as a service' to external customers using Internet technologies” (Plummer et al. 2008). 
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2.3 SMEs in Africa and the Cloud 

SMEs are key economic growth drivers in the African sub region. Researches have shown that, 

there is no one single definition for SME’s (Storey, 1994). Some of the criteria used in defining 

SME’s from various literatures include capital assets, labor and turnover level, legal status and 

method of production. Other definitions have also use the size of these organizations to classify 

them. Again, there have been many definitions for SMEs from different regional bodies. For 

example the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) for instance defines 

SMEs in developing countries as follows (Elaian 1996):  

Large- firms with 100+ workers,  

Medium -firms with 20 - 99 workers,  

Small – Firms with 5 - 19 workers,  

Micro –Firms with < 5 workers.   

 

SMEs are defined in the context of fixed asset and the number of employees by the National 

Board for Small Scale Industries (NBSSI), (NBSSI, 1990). It defines a Small Scale Enterprise as 

one with not more than 9 workers, has plant and machinery (excluding land, buildings and 

vehicles) not exceeding 10 million Cedis (US$ 9506, using 1994 exchange rate) (Kayanula and 

Quartey, 2000). 

For the purposes of this research, the researcher will use the definition of the Ghana Statistical 

service (GSS).The GSS classifies firms with less than 10 employees as small scale enterprise 

those with more than 10 are categorized as medium to large enterprises. The development of 

small and medium enterprises (SME’s) is acknowledged as a key condition in promoting 

equitable and sustainable economic development in Africa. The importance of the micro and 

small medium enterprise to the development of African economies is well documented. Small 

medium enterprises (SME’s) in Ghana face a host of problems and constraints (Kufour 2008).  
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In recent times, IT needs of these SMEs have increased and IT service providers are confronted 

with finding ways to match the ever changing IT needs of these enterprises in a secured manner. 

Cloud computing has become one of the affordable solutions for these SMEs due to the benefits 

that it offers. There have been numerous efforts by various governments and the private sector in 

Africa to help meet the IT needs of these SMEs. The table below shows a list of government 

initiatives taken to favor the emergence of cloud computing in the African countries surveyed by 

Maaref for the ITU (Maaref 2012). 

 

Table 1: list of government initiatives taken to favor the emergence of cloud computing in the 

African 

Countries Initiative 

Ghana The country has access to SAT3 through 

Vodafone Ghana. The establishment of 

national fiber optic backbone. The country has 

four submarine fiber optic landing station 

(Vodafone Ghana, Mainone, Glo, MTN 

Ghana). Enactment of public disclosure laws 

Benin Implementation of multimedia community 

centers. Feasibility study and implementation 

of a data centre to bring together the major 

State applications. Tax exemption for IT 

equipment. 

Burkina Faso The Government has taken the major initiative 

of implementing a regulatory framework that is 

favorable to electronic transactions (Act 045-

2009/AN of 10 November 2009). 
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Burundi The Government participates in regional and 

international conferences and workshops on 

cloud computing. The Government plans to 

recruit a cloud computing expert to assist it in 

the feasibility study for and implementation of 

whatever would be necessary to introduce 

cloud computing in Burundi. 

Cape Verde The Government's program comprises a cluster 

of ICT development strategies. This will be 

based on the outsourcing of business processes 

in the back office, a data centre and technology 

parks. 

Gabon The country has access to SAT3 through 

Gabon Telecom. The Government has 

launched a vast program to make Gabon a hub 

for ICT services. The site for the construction 

of a fibre-optic high-speed national backbone 

has been initiated with the launch of a call for 

bids for execution of the associated studies. 

Participation in the Central Africa Backbone 

(CAB) led by CEMAC and financed by the 

World Bank. The aim of this project is to 

interconnect the countries of the CEMAC area 

using fibre-optic high-speed links. Signature of 

the agreement of intent relating to the country's 

participation in the ACE fibre-optic submarine 

cable project that will link Africa's west coast 

with Europe. Its participation is intended to 

ensure the availability of international 
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broadband access by diversifying the routing 

options. 

Mali A technopole is currently being established to 

accommodate certain cloud computing 

services. 

Rwanda The Government of Rwanda, through RDB 

(www.rdb.rw ), is implementing the cloud 

computing solution, to be managed and 

operated by BSC Ltd. (www.bsc.rw ). 

Tanzania High Performance Computing Center 

www.dit.ac.tz/supercomputing.htm Rhapta 

ICT City (proposed to be in Dar es Salaam). 

www.costech.or.tz  

Togo Within the framework of the e-government 

project currently being implemented in Togo, 

discussions are under way with a view to 

possibly making cloud computing services 

available to the general public. 

 

 

Various private companies have also taken key initiatives to bring cloud computing services to 

the door steps of enterprises in different operating fields. In 2012, MTN Africa launched a pilot 

cloud service project targeting small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in six African countries 

namely Ghana, Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria, Uganda and South Africa (Ventures African 

2012). The aim of this project was to enable SMEs in Africa operate efficiently by offering 

suitable ICT solutions. Companies that participated in the pilot ranged from SMEs in the IT, 

manufacturing and hospitality sectors in Ghana to those in media and advertising in Nigeria. 

http://www.rdb.rw/
http://www.bsc.rw/
http://www.dit.ac.tz/supercomputing.htm
http://www.costech.or.tz/
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Following a successful pilot project, cloud services are now been offered to SMEs in these 

countries. 

Dataflex, one of Nigeria's premier Information Technology Companies, also added cloud 

computing technology to its list of services in 2012.To strengthen its position in the market, 

Dataflex formed a partnership with Intelledox (a leading system processes provider). This 

partnership seeks to provide provides a secure end-to-end document generation solution for 

enterprises that features increased agility, flexibility and reliability for users.” With Dataflex 

providing the cloud platform, Intelledox gains broader accessibility and usability for its users.  

One of the major establishment in the wake of cloud computing in Africa has been the Africa 

Cloud eXchange (ACX) established by Teraco,a leading IT service provider in South Africa. 

(ACX) will provide access to a vendor-neutral co-location space for sharing and selling cloud 

services. The cloud eXchange will provide secure data center environment where cloud 

providers can co-locate their service offering. ACX facility has connection to all the undersea 

cables offering a combined 28 landing points along the East and West coasts of Africa, as well as 

all major carriers operating in SA and several active cloud providers. It is anticipated that the 

Africa Cloud eXchange will probably make South Africa the central hub for international access 

providers and cloud services for other African countries. Teraco through its product offers free 

peering, cost-effective interconnects, access to all major carriers, resilient power, remote support 

and high levels of security, is the ideal space for cloud to be established in Africa.  

Recent study on cloud adoption in South Africa show that SMMEs in an emerging economy 

such as South Africa are adopting cloud computing solutions quite aggressively (Hinde & Belle 

2012). In Ghana, the awareness been created by cloud service providers have seen an increase in 

cloud adoption by SMEs. From above it is apparently clear that the rate of adoption of cloud 

services have increased and there is an urgent need to address the challenges and security issues 

that these SME’s face in the cloud.  
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2.4 Data Security and Privacy in the cloud 

Cloud computing opens up the world of computing to a broader range of uses and increases the 

ease of use by giving access through any internet connection. However, with this increased ease 

also come drawbacks. Once data has gone into a public cloud, data security and governance 

control is transferred in whole or part to the cloud provider. Yet cloud providers are not 

assuming full responsibility of security issues in the cloud. This makes it critical for users to 

understand the security measures that cloud providers have in place, and it is equally important 

to take personal precautions to secure organizational data. The chief concern in cloud 

environments is to provide security around multi-tenancy and isolation, giving customers more 

comfort besides “trust us” idea of clouds (Juniper Network ). There has been survey works 

reported that classifies security threats in cloud based on the nature of the service delivery 

models of a cloud computing system (Subashini & Kavitha). 

Security breaches can have a significant impact on the reputation and the financial performance 

of firms. With public disclosure laws in place, breaches of private information of clients can 

cause damage to the firms’ reputation and lead to governmental sanctions.  

 A typical example is the security breach at Gidani where an employee of national lottery 

operator, Gidani duplicated winning tickets which were about to expire and collected R250 000 

in winnings during 2009 as a result of vulnerabilities in the databases containing the prize winner 

data (News24). 

By subscribing to the cloud, consumers will be giving up some control to an external source. 

Cloud consumers are both excited and at the same time nervous at the prospects of security 

challenges Cloud computing brings. They are excited by the opportunities to reduce capital costs 

the chance to divest themselves of infrastructure management, and focus on core competencies. 

Again the agility offered by the on-demand provisioning of computing and the ability to align 

information technology with business strategies and needs more readily makes it more attractive 

to cloud consumers. However, users are also very concerned about the risks of Cloud Computing 
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in terms of security and the loss of direct control over systems for which they are nonetheless 

accountable. (Cloud Security Alliance 2009) 

For many organizations, hybrid cloud architecture has been way to take advantage of the benefits 

of public cloud computing resources without compromising on security or operational control 

and yet the challenges and concerns over how to integrate with cloud environments and maintain 

control over security and performance continue to inhibit broader adoption. 

For this reason, issues around migrating application systems to the cloud and satisfying the needs 

of key stakeholders should be explored. 
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3.0 Theoretical Framework 

This section consists of concepts, together with their definitions, and existing theories that will 

be used for this research. The concept of Cloud computing, standards roadmap and the reference 

architecture, and data security standards are highlighted.  

3.1 Cloud computing Model 

Understanding the relationship and dependency between cloud computing models is critical to 

understanding cloud computing security risk. The NIST definition of cloud computing describes 

five essential characteristics, three cloud service models and four cloud deployment models. The 

figure below shows the visual model of cloud computing definition (Mell & Grance, 2011), 

 

Figure 5: Visual model of cloud computing definition 
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3.2 Essential Characteristics: 

On-demand self-service: Depending on customers’ needs, cloud users can configure and deploy 

cloud services themselves using cloud service catalogues, without the help of the service 

provider.  

Broad network access: Once there is network connectivity, cloud users can access cloud service 

through standard mechanisms irrespective of time and place. 

Resource pooling: Resources such as storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth of 

service providers are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with 

different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to 

consumer demand. 

Rapid elasticity:  Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released as and when needed. 

This enables users to rapidly respond to demands in a very effective way.  

Measured service:  Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging 

a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 

processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, 

and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 

 
 
3.3 Cloud Service Models:  
 
This consist of the three conceptual layers of a generalized cloud environment which defines the 
basic services provided by cloud providers 
 
Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 

applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various 

client devices through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based 

email), or a program interface. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual 

application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application 

configuration settings.  
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Platform as a Service (PaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the 

cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming 

languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not 

manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating 

systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly configuration 

settings for the application-hosting environment.  

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to provision 

processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer 

is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and 

applications. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but 

has control over operating systems, storage, and deployed applications; and possibly limited 

control of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls).  

 
3.4 Cloud Deployment Models:  
 
Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization 

comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated 

by the organization, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off 

premises.  

Community cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific 

community of consumers from organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security 

requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated 

by one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some combination of 

them, and it may exist on or off premises.  

Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may 

be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some 

combination of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.  

Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud 

infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound 

together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability 

(e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds). 
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Hybrid cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, 

community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by standardized or 

proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load 

balancing between clouds) 

Figure 6: Public, private and hybrid cloud deployment 

 

Source: Dialogic. 

 

 

3.5 Cloud Security 

The information housed on the cloud is often seen as valuable to individuals with malicious 

intent. There is a lot of personal information and potentially secure data that people store on their 

computers, and this information is now being transferred to the cloud. The cloud can bring 

security risks and challenges for IT Management, which can be more challenging for the 

organization to deal with, even considering the cost saving achieved by moving to the cloud. 

Therefore, it is very important for businesses to understand their requirements before opting for 

various deployment models available on the cloud. 
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3.6 Cloud Security Reference Model 

In order to have a fair idea of what to expert in terms of security in the cloud, the cloud security 

alliance security reference model discusses the importance of knowing (CSA 2010); 

 How cloud services are deployed; This include the four cloud deployment models 

discussed above (private cloud, public cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud) 

 The manner in which cloud services are consumed: The various cloud service (SaaS, 

PaaS, Iaas) have associated security risk. It is important to understand where security 

boundaries lie in terms of cloud computing. This is often described relative to the 

location of an organization’s management or security perimeter. (usually defined by the 

presence of a firewall).  

 The re-perimeterization and the erosion of trust boundaries: The high level of 

interconnectivity and information interchange due to the exploitation of business 

opportunity exposes the business to various security risks. These risk are however not 

sufficient mitigated by traditional static  security controls  

 

The ability to map cloud models to control frameworks is key to initiating, implementing, 

maintaining and improving information security within the organization (ISO/IEC 27002). 

Having security controls in place help mitigate all security risk before they result in security 

breaches. To do this, it is important to classify cloud service against the cloud architecture model 

in order to map security architecture as well as business, regulatory and other compliance 

requirement against it. Information asset can then be protected thoroughly from the results.  

The figure below shows an example of how this can be done to realize which controls exist and 

which do not — as  provided by the consumer, the cloud service provider, or a third party.  This 

can in turn be compared to a compliance framework or set of requirements such as PCI DSS, as 

shown (CSA 2011). 

Figure 7: Mapping the Cloud Model to the Security Control & Compliance Model 
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Understanding how architecture, technology, process, and human capital requirements change or 

remain the same when deploying Cloud Computing services is critical.  Without a clear 

understanding of the higher-level architectural implications, it is impossible to address more 

detailed issues rationally. 

 

In answering the research question, the theoretical framework has been used as a guide for the 

case study design. Security in the cloud has been directly related to the cloud deployment models 

(Public, private, hybrid and community) and cloud service models ( SaaS, PaaS and IaaS).  The 

cloud deployment and service models provide the basis for the cloud security reference model 

which spells out the responsibilities for both services providers and users alike to ensure data 

security in the cloud. The interview questions and survey questionnaire were designed and tested 

based on the cloud security reference model for the data collection and analysis. 
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4.0 Methodology 

The main objective of this research is to identify the security benefits and challenges of moving 

corporate data into the cloud in the context of SMEs in Ghana and to give recommendations on 

best practices of moving corporate data into the cloud. As mentioned earlier, a mixed method 

research approach was adapted to realize these objectives. The rationale behind this method is to 

have a detailed view of the research problem as well as a generalization of the cloud security and 

adoption trend from service providers and users perspective in Ghana. The researcher started 

with qualitative method for exploratory purpose which was subsequently followed by a 

quantitative to provide both detail and generalized   analysis of the research problem. Whiles 

Qualitative data provided the researcher with in-depth knowledge of cloud service providers and 

cloud service with respect to information security, the quantitative data provided a broad 

generalized trend the SMEs and the use of cloud services.  

Creswell (1994) defines quantitative research as a type of research that is `explaining phenomena 

by collecting numerical data that are analyzed using mathematically based methods. In this 

research, survey has been used to source for data from respondents from small and medium scale 

enterprises. Kraemer (1991) notes that survey research can be used to quantitatively, describe 

specific aspects of a given population, collect required subjective data from people and use the 

data collected from the selected portion of the population for generalization back to the 

population.  

 

Qualitative approach to research is concerned with subjective assessment of attitudes, opinions 

and behavior (Turner 2010). "Qualitative analysis seeks to capture the richness of people's 

experience in their own terms" (Labuschagne 2003).  

In this regard, case study involving cloud service providers and SMEs in Ghana was designed for 

data collection and analysis. A case study is a research strategy which concentrates on perceiving 

the dynamics present within single settings (Eisenhardt, 1989). Yin (2002) also describes a case 

study as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident (Yin 2002).  
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This research approach was used because it offers the opportunity to be directly involved with 

cloud service providers and users. In-depth knowledge about opportunities, risks and challenges 

of cloud computing with respect to security were gathered through interviews and survey 

questionnaires. Interviews provide in-depth information pertaining to participants’ experiences 

and viewpoints of a particular topic. The survey will then be used to gather information about 

awareness of SMEs on the use of cloud services and the associated security risks and challenges 

that it presents. 

 There are three formats for interview design which are summarized by Gall, Gall, and Borg 

(2003):  

(a) Informal conversational interview,  

(b) General interview guide approach, and  

(c) Standardized open-ended interview.  

Standardized open-ended interview were employed in this case study. Semi-structured, face-to-

face interview were conducted. Semi-structured interviews allow informants the freedom to 

express their views in their own terms and provide reliable, comparable qualitative data. 

McNamara (2009) also indicate that the strong point of the general interview guide method is the 

ability of the researcher “…to ensure that the same general areas of information are collected 

from each interviewee; this provides more focus than the conversational approach, but still 

allows a degree of freedom and adaptability in getting information from the interviewee”. 

Interviews were coupled with questionnaire in order to provide the researcher with a well-

rounded collection of information for analyses. In this study, three cloud service providers and 

fifty SMEs in Ghana were selected for data collection. Both technical and ordinary users of these 

organizations were interviewed. The choice of cloud service providers and users were largely 

governed by the intent to develop a richer understanding of how various industries and people 

with different backgrounds perceive issues of cloud computing. 
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The questions were derived from multiple sources: areas of interest highlighted in the literature 

review process as well as current local surveys and past surveys aimed at European SMEs. 

Because security is a sensitive subject for chosen organizations, they were assured of their 

anonymity in order to encourage give information freely. 

 

4.1 Data sources 

As mentioned above, the empirical data for this study was gathered using cloud service providers 

and users in Ghana. In all, three cloud service providers and fifty SMEs were used. The primary 

data sources for this study are direct observation and interviews/questionnaire of the employees 

of companies selected for this study. Again, work of other authors such as research books, 

reports, journal articles and literature from the internet were also used as secondary sources of 

data.  

4.2 Data Collection 

The main techniques used for collecting primary data for the research were interviews and 

questionnaires. Interviews provide in-depth information pertaining to participants’ experiences 

and viewpoints of a particular topic (Creswell 2007). The researcher engaged the heads of the 

various companies selected for this study to establish relationship with them and explain the 

benefits of this research as well as scheduling for the interview appointments and questionnaire 

administration. Data collection was done in two parts. The first part involved interviewing 

managers of Information security of cloud service providers. This method enabled the researcher 

to gain first hand information and direct communication to the top management of the three 

companies used. These face to face interviews allow the researcher to delve deep into the 

experiences and/or knowledge of the participants in order to gain maximum data from the 

interview process. The second part of the data collection process consisted of interviews for 

managers of SMEs and survey questionnaires for users of cloud computing services within these 

SMEs. Questionnaires were administered in the presence of the researcher to ensure high recover 

rate. The interviews did no only yield highest cooperation and lowest refusal rates but also 
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allowed the researcher to ask follow up questions and thereby having in-depth information on the 

research topic. With the consent of interviewees, recordings and notes were taken during 

interviews and survey responses were either delivered in person 

4.4 Data Collection constraints 

During the data process, there were some constraints which made the researcher work more 

difficult than anticipated. This in a way affected some deliverables of the field work. One of the 

problems encountered was the postponement of appointment which has contributed to the delay 

of the work. However, with perseverance, the researcher was able to carry out almost all the 

interviews scheduled. 

Another problem encountered was the lack of trust.  Since the interview involved interactions 

with complete strangers, there was some sort of hesitation on the part of some interviewees with 

regard to how much the interviewer can be trusted. This means that the interviewee may choose 

not to divulge information that he or she considers to be classified. This rendered some of the 

research data incomplete and had to be discarded. 
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5.0 Data Analysis, Results and Discussion 

This chapter is concerned with the analysis of empirical data obtained from the field work 

carried out during this research. Upon successful completion of interviews and surveys, data 

from companies was first edited to make sure that potentially invalid or inaccurate questionnaires 

are eliminated by looking at respondent’s pattern of answers and completion. Data analysis and 

interpretation will now be carried out for subsequent recommendations made with regards to the 

research objectives.   

The empirical part of this thesis work was concentrated on exploring Cloud computing 

opportunities, risks and challenges with regard to Information Security in the context of SMEs. 

The choice of the three cloud service providers used in this research was largely governed by 

type of cloud computing service offered by these organizations. These service models as 

illustrated in the theoretical framework which include SaaS, PaaS and SaaS. Because security is 

a sensitive subject for chosen organizations, they were assured of their anonymity in order to 

encourage interviewees to give information freely. The first two organizations are 

Telecommunications and Data communications Companies with diverse products and services 

and have recently added cloud services (SaaS and Paas) to their rich portfolio. The researcher 

will subsequently refer to them as Service Provider 1(SP1) and SP2 respectively. The third 

organization which is also a data communication company is a new entrant into the Ghanaian 

ICT market which offers SaaS, PaaS and IaaS will be referred to as SP3.  

 
About SP1 

SP1 is a world leader in providing a wide range of communications services, including voice 

calls, internet access, text, picture and video messaging, and other data services. The company’s 

product and services are used by customers in both public and the private sector. SP1 customers 

can use a range of devices to access products and services, including handsets, fixed-line 

telephones, laptops and desktop computers etc. The company’s clients include private and 

corporate customers such the government of Ghana, large multi-national companies, small and 

medium size enterprises and private individuals. These clients operate is different sectors such as 
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finance, manufacturing, transportation, hospitality, ICT, mining and oil, education, hospitality, 

healthcare, the service sector and many more.  

About SP2 

SP2 has a wide range of telecommunication product and services and has been one of the key 

players in Ghanaian ICT industry. The company’s Cloud Service Brokerage model involves the 

delivery of hosted services over the Internet and enables users to access services remotely, 

anywhere, at any time. The Cloud Service Brokerage model centralizes remote access to data and 

application services. It improves efficiencies and eases the administrative burden for companies, 

where instead of dealing with multiple service providers, they can deal with one provider. SP2 

has identified the high cost of IT software and hardware as a challenge for small- and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs) in Ghana. Like their larger corporate counterparts, SMEs would benefit 

from the increased productivity and optimization of business operations, but is constrained by 

capital limitations and limited IT expertise. SP2 Cloud service will provide cost-effective and 

easy-to-use solutions that will enable SMEs to minimize costs and improve productivity and 

efficiency. Companies will enjoy enormous benefits from SP2 Cloud services, including the 

flexibility provided by the ability of staff to access files and data anywhere, even when they're 

working remotely or outside office hours. 

 

 

About SP3 

SP3 is a technology company providing cloud services including cloud based applications. It 

provides consulting and expertise in core Internet technologies including implementation of 

domain name registry and registrar infrastructure services. The company also provides a robust 

scalable cloud platform that allows users to decouple applications from physical assets, 

alleviating the need to equip a device with every application, and reduce traditional end user 

licensing agreements (EULA’s) and ongoing software maintenance, operation patches and 

support complexity. SP3 cloud platform provides users with a portfolio of key business 

applications and the capability to securely archive and manage multi-media data. The key tenets 
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of the company’s Value Proposition is to have Software and storage reside on SP3 servers and 

not on the user organization’s premises; and its pay-per-use model avoids acquisition, 

installation, deployment and maintenance costs. SP3 is perfectly positioned to capitalize on the 

paradigm shift with a flexible platform that scales services efficiently and lowers startup capital 

expense 

5.1 Interviews 

This research attempts to highlight the security benefits, challenges and risk of moving data into 

the cloud from providers and users perspective. Information security managers, IT directors, IT 

managers and users of cloud services were interviewed. The following areas have been covered 

during the interview:  

 cloud computing benefits,  

 security challenges within the cloud 

 Data ownership 

 Cloud Service provider security responsibilities 

 Cloud Users security responsibilities.  

 

 

5.1.1 Cloud computing Benefits  

The main objective of this study was to explore the opportunities that cloud computing offer to 

SMEs and also identify the security benefits and associated risk and challenges it presents. As 

discussed in the theoretical framework, essential characteristics of cloud computing model 

(broad Network Access, rapid elasticity, measured service, on-demand self- service) offer cloud 

users with enormous possibilities.  The influx of cloud service providers in the country within the 

last few years prompted the researcher to enquire about how they thought cloud services could 

enhance the operations of SMEs.   
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During the interview, it was evidently clear that cloud service providers in Ghana understood the 

needs of SMEs in the local context and the benefits that SMEs stand to gain by adapting cloud 

computing services. All three service providers (SP1, SP2, SP3) were of the view that SMEs will 

benefit in many areas by adapting cloud computing.  

One of the most cited benefits is reduced cost since cloud services are deployed in the service 

provider’s infrastructure and user consume services on a pay per use basis. SMEs have become 

increasingly IT-driven but have found it difficult to sustain their IT infrastructure. The lack of 

credit facilities for SMEs has been one of the barriers to expansion and growth.  

In the economic sense, SMEs will gain a lot in the sense that they do not have to be burdened 

with the initial cost for obtaining IT infrastructure.  

IT manager of SP2 noted that cost of operation of these SMEs are critical to their businesses and 

all avenues must be exploited to cut cost and raise the level of the services provided. Cloud 

solutions allow companies to avoid upfront infrastructure costs, and focus instead on their core 

businesses. 

It was also indicated by SP3 IT director that when cost is efficiently managed, the benefits 

transcends to all areas in the company’s operations. In effect, this helps to achieve economies of 

scale and thereby having a positive impact on products product and services. Cloud computing 

offer companies the competitive edge irrespective of their size and their financial situation as a 

result of its  pay-per-use nature.” 

 

Another benefit as cited by the service providers is improved accessibility. Since cloud service 

are deploy over the internet, users have access anytime at anywhere provided they have internet 

connectivity. This increased mobility means employees can access information anywhere they 

are.  

 “Cloud computing brings about increased availability and independence of specific hardware, 

software and maintenance for the clients”….SP1 CIO 
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The redundancy offered by cloud service providers is much better than what individual SME’s 

can offer. Thus data is much safer in the cloud in terms of hardware and software availability.  

 

 

5.1.2 Security Benefits 

With reference to the theoretical framework and the literature review on cloud computing 

security, interviews were structured to cover the following areas (1) information security 

challenges within the cloud; (2) Data ownership (3) Cloud Service provider security 

responsibilities and (4) Cloud Users security responsibilities. During the interviews sections, the 

researcher has enquired about expert opinions on the research topic.  

The risk of losing sensitive data as a result of losing network element on which they are stored is 

highly prevalent in the traditional SME environment as a result of lack of redundancy and 

backups. The issue of hardware failure which could result in loss of data is somehow taken care 

off in the cloud environment. Cloud services are provided by utilizing multiple servers at 

different location. In an unlikely event that a server on which client data is stored taken offline 

for whatever reason, users can still go about their work without realizing the downtime.  

“Clouds services are provisioned from multiple data centres. Even if an entire data centres have 

technical difficulties, cloud services can still be rendered without the customer noticing any 

change to their service. This gives the assurance that user data will not be lost and also 

downtime is unnoticed by cloud users”…CIO SP2 

As indicated by the cloud security architecture, the issue of keeping data safe in the cloud relies 

on efforts of both cloud service providers as well as users.  There is the general believe that  once 

data enters the cloud, control over who access that data lies with the service provider. Service 

providers were of the views that once the right security measures are put in place by users, they 

have the technical expertise to keep it safe to prevent any catastrophic data loss and unauthorized 

access.  
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“….as long as the correct security is put in place files will be safe, both from loss and from 

unauthorized persons gaining access”…. Security Manager SP1. 

 

Most SMEs managers interviewed revealed they do not have in-house IT Personnel. On the other 

hand, providers have the technical knowhow to implement security policies safeguard cloud 

services.  Providers of cloud computing services have dedicated employees for various security 

tasks such as software updates and backups.  Therefore, customers of these services, particularly 

software offerings, will benefit.  

“We have the technical expertise than what in-house IT could provide……Security updates will 

be included here, giving cloud based software and up to date packages to take care of any 

vulnerability, this a security benefits over other package solder to consumers which will require 

license before update can be concluded ”……..Security analyst SP3. 

One of the major advantages of any type of cloud computing service is scalability. With infinite 

computing resource available it means that additional resource can be utilized if necessary. If an 

organization, for example, finds that they require more resource to support their needs then it is 

not a problem. The best thing about this is that resource that may not be required does not have 

to be paid for upfront; it is instead paid for on a usage basis. When more resource is utilized it is 

paid for at this stage and if it later becomes un-required again, then it is no longer paid for. 

5.1.3 Security Challenges 

Notwithstanding the above mentioned benefits, cloud computing like any other technology has 

its own challenges. From the cloud security reference model discussed in the theoretical 

framework, data security in the cloud is a shared responsibility for both users and service 

providers. The fundamental issue is the loss of hands-on control of system, application, and data 

security. Researches have shown that one of the greatest concerns of enterprises about moving 

into the cloud is security. As more enterprises adapt cloud computing, huge amount of data is 

committed into the cloud and cloud environment over years have become fertile grounds for 

malicious attackers to exploit.  
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Secure data transfer; The internet has been the main medium through which users of the cloud 

access services. The main problem is establishing trust in remote execution because a user 

program runs on a remote host in a data center, which a customer must make sure that his 

program is executed in its base system instance providing integrity and secrecy. Since all traffic 

through the internet is in the public domain; 

Cloud users are encouraged to make sure your data is always travelling on a secure channel. 
This could be achieved through data encryption and authenticating authorized user using 
industry standard protocols, such as Internet Protocol Security (IPsec), that have been 
developed specifically for protecting Internet traffic. 

Secure software interfaces; Application Program Interfaces (APIs)   are basically used to 

interact with cloud services in the service provider’s network. This can be attacked if the 

necessary precautions are not taken since data is transmitted over the internet which is a public 

domain. 

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) recommends users are aware of the software interfaces, or 

APIs, that are used to interact with cloud services… CSA 2010 

 

Secure stored data; Data in the cloud should be protected while at rest and when in motion. 

Since cloud is a shared medium, there exist threats from within and outside the cloud.  

Whiles cloud service providers take precaution to safeguard their own operations and protect 

users from the danger they pose to each other, users are advised to have their own encryption 

mechanism for their data to prevent unauthorized access since the cloud environments is shared.  

User access control; Because of the shared nature of the cloud environment, the tradition 

method of application centric access control does not work effectively.  It is of great importance 

for user to enquire about where their data is kept and who has access to it. User centric access 

controls enable user to choose their own access control models to protect their privacy.  
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It is recommended that users be aware of Cloud service provider’s choice of authentication, 

authorization, and access control mechanisms in order to put the right access control mechanism 

in place to prevent data from tampering. 

Apart from the fact that security issues discussed that affect cloud service consummation in 

Ghana; there are peculiar risks that affect cloud users in Ghana. Firstly, the unreliable and low 

speed internet connection is of concern t cloud users. The second major threat to the use of the 

cloud is the inadequate power supply which is a major concern to both service providers and 

user.  Notwithstanding these facts, there exist a huge potential for cloud computing for SMEs 

 

5.2 The Survey 

Being well informed about the potential of cloud computing and how cloud services are offered 

and consumed is a step in insuring data security, integrity and availability in the cloud. Both 

cloud providers and users are accountable for cloud services and applications security. The 

purpose of the survey is to enquire about the knowledge of SMEs about cloud computing in 

general and ascertain whether these companies are aware of the security implications of moving 

their data into the cloud. This will help in establishing the facts about current cloud users and 

prospective users knowledge of cloud services and make recommendation where applicable to 

meet the objectives of the study. Descriptive statistics have been used as a means of analyzing 

data collected through questionnaire administration.   

 

Background of Participants 

In all, fifty SMEs were surveyed. The survey respondents consisted of eighty employees from 
the fifty SMEs selected for the study. These comprised of SMEs from different sectors which 
includes the following; 

 

  Finance 
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 Consumer goods 

 Technology 

 Telecommunications 

 Manufacturing 

 Hospitality 

 

Table 2: Distribution of Interviewees in different Operating fields 

SME Sector TC 

Micro finance 10 

Consumer goods 15 

Technology 15 

Telecommunications 15 

Manufacturing 15 

Hospitality 10 

Total 80 
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5.2.1 Survey coverage and objectives 

 View on cloud computing: The objective here is to find out whether SMEs are well 

informed about the possibilities of cloud computing and find out about their perception 

about cloud computing. 

 
 The current state of cloud computing: How SMEs are dealing with their present IT needs 

and their plans for the future. Again how they plan mitigating the numerous information 

security threat that comes with the territory.  

 
 Drivers of cloud computing: The aim is to find out the about the motivating factors that 

shape employee compliance with information security and areas of improvement. 
 

 Obstacles of cloud computing: The factors that are hindering the large scale adoption of 
cloud computing 

 
 
Demography of Respondents 
 
The survey respondents were chosen from companies in the sector mentioned above. 

Respondents included business owners, managers of IT and non-IT and other staff who 

constitute ordinary users of information systems.  In all 80 respondents took part in this research. 

Among the participants, 20 of them were owners of their business, 30 were managers (IT and 

Non-IT) and 30 are users of information systems. The figure below indicates the breakdown of 

respondents: 

Figure 8: Distribution of Respondents 
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5.2.2 The State of Cloud computing in Ghana 

Given the benefits that ICT can bring to SMEs, the researcher attempted to know whether SMEs 

have indeed adopted some form of ICT to enhance their service delivery and thereby increase 

their chances of know about cloud computing. It was interesting to know that majority of these 

SMEs  are somehow informed but still rely on traditional communication technology such as 

fixed phone lines and fax.  

 

The table 2 below indicates that majority of the respondents, are using some form ICT in their 

service delivery process. 

 
”Does your company use any form of information communication Technology (ICT) in its 
operations” 
 
 

Table 3: SMEs usage of ICT 

Knowledge of ICT 

RESPONSE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

YES 74 94.87% 

NO 4 5.13% 
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TOTAL 78 100% 

 

From the table, 94% of respondent use some form of ICT. This is good because consumer 

awareness of the existence of the ICT is high. The finding in this study promises some prospects 

for the service providers/adopters in Ghana. However, when respondents were asked about their 

knowledge on cloud computing, 68% (not knowledgeable + don’t know) of respondents had no 

knowledge of it. SMEs knowledge about cloud computing in Ghana is very discouraging. These 

findings suggest that not much has been done in the area by way of awareness to encourage 

SMEs to move into the cloud. 32% of the sampled population had some knowledge about cloud 

whiles 68% constituted SMEs with no knowledge or did not know about cloud at all. This calls 

for more education to create the awareness to enhance broader adoption of cloud services. 

 

”How would you rate your knowledge about cloud computing” 
 
Figure 9: SMEs knowledge of cloud computing 

 

 

As gathered in interviews discussed above, SMEs have become increasingly IT-driven but have 

found it difficult to sustain their IT infrastructural needs. Cloud computing promises to be the 

answer to the plight SMEs. From benefits of cloud services, Small and medium enterprises can 
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speed up business growth by adopting cloud services to transform their operations. Respondents 

were asked the following questions to ascertain the likelihood of moving into the cloud; 

”Do you think adopting cloud computing service will enhance your service delivery and thereby 
increase your market share” 
 
Figure 10: Growth of SMEs by adopting cloud computing 
 

 

95% (Strongly agree + Agree)  of received reponses were of the view that cloud computing 
would go a long way to enhance their service delivery and expedite growth. 

 

When it comes to the reason for possible migration in the cloud respondents cited reduced cost as 

highest motivating factor. The majority of the respondents expect three main drivers of cloud 

computing: cost savings (54%) followed by more flexibility (24%), and better scalability (12%).  

This is achieved through increasing profitability by lowering operational and capital costs and 

increasing productivity through better scalability and increased flexibility cloud offers. The 

findings from the research are in accordance with this. Whiles 54% of respondents were of the 

view that cost is the main driver 36% attributed their decisions to flexibility and scalability. 
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”What benefits do you expect to get from cloud computing” 

 

 

Figure 11: Reasons for cloud adoption by SMEs 

 

Even though various benefits have been cited for using the cloud, concerns were raised as to the 

reason for not fully buying into the idea of using cloud services. The following question has been 

asked to ascertain users concerns when it comes to using cloud services; 

 

”Rate the concerns below in terms of the influence they would have on your business 
NOT adopting cloud computing?” 
 

 As indicated in figure 12 below, an overwhelming majority of respondents (62%) considers data 

privacy and security issues to be their main concern regarding the use of cloud computing. In 

addition, connectivity (15%) and data recovery (10%) are also ranked high among others 

indicating users have a varied range of concerns.  
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Figure 12: Cloud usage concerns 

 

The most challenging issue in cloud computing is security and privacy. The multi-tenancy 

characteristic of cloud comes with its own associated risk such as unauthorized access to 

sensitive data. Multi-tenancy allows customers, organizations, and consumers to share the same 

cloud based infrastructure and databases in order to gain price and performance advantages. 

Storing of data in cloud therefore becomes less secure because users do not know what their 

neighbor in the cloud is up to. IT is therefore necessary for service providers to make sure that 

the necessary security measures are taken to protect users of these services from the risks they 

pose to one another.  Again the amount of data been committed to the cloud is so huge that 

intruders find it very profitable to attack. In order to counteract the activities of intruders, it is 

incumbent on both providers and user to ensure that data in the cloud is safe by taking the 

necessary precautions.   

Bandwidth connectivity and downtime are also ranked high among the concerns of cloud users 

and service providers especially in the Africa where the cost of attaining high speed internet 

connectivity is high. However, in Ghana, cost of bandwidth is on the decreasing trend with 
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introduction of more internet service providers (ISPs) into the market. The customer stands to 

gain because of the completion among service providers. The issue of power stability is rather 

alarming as it has affected businesses in different ways over the last few years. The power 

company, which owned by government has promised to deal with the situation.  
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5.3 Recommendations and Conclusion 

Recommendations made here are base on the key findings of this study especially for SMEs who 

are already use cloud services or have future plans to adopt cloud computing. The main objective of 

this study is to explore the prospects of cloud computing for SMEs in Ghana and identify the security 

benefits and challenges of moving corporate data into the cloud in the developing world.  

Benefits 

 The major benefits of cloud computing as has been enumerated as cost savings, high 

availability, resource maximization, scalability and capacity, Collaboration, 

Customization, resiliency and improve security. From the interview and survey data 

collected, two main points have been established; 

95% of survey population agree that cloud computing is the way to go by SMEs. SMEs in Ghana 

are better off with the adoption of cloud computing. The lack of capital and inadequate technical 

expertise has prevented SMEs for reaching their potential. Adopting cloud computing will have a 

significant positive impact on SMEs. However, the study outcome also revealed that the 

awareness level of SMEs on the availability and accessibility of services cloud service provider 

can offer is rather low.  During the interview, service providers felt that there is insufficient 

knowledge/expertise on cloud computing within SME’s establishment, especially on security. 

This study therefore recommends that more awareness needs to be created by all stakeholders for 

SMEs to know the benefits that they can derive from adopting cloud computing.  

Security 

 Security in the cloud is considered as a benefit and also a challenge. Security in the cloud 

is one of the greatest challenges that confront service providers and users. 62% of cloud 

users ranked security to be their number one concern within the cloud. It is evidently 

clear that the issue of security within the cloud cannot be over emphasized due to threats 

from within and outside of the cloud environments. Privacy and data Security 

responsibilities within the cloud should be a collaborative effort between both service 

providers and users. These responsibilities differ by the kind of cloud services been 

consumed.  
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 Cloud service providers owe it to cloud users to have the latest and best approaches as 

available options to ensure maximum protection. Service providers have the 

responsibility to ensure that the proper security and isolation protections are put in place 

to mitigate the risks users pose to one another in terms of data loss, misuse, or privacy 

violation within the cloud.  

 Again from the cloud service provider’s perspective, there should be an active monitoring 

mechanism in place to allow for effective planning and implementation of services. This 

also serves as a means to respond to events quickly and more efficiently. 

 Cloud users on the other hand must ask and be clear about their responsibility for their 

security. By this, it is recommended to SMEs to ask question about their security when 

engaging a service providers. Questions about; what information is stored on a system, 

where is the information stored, who can access the system, what they can access and  

appropriate access mechanism are good to clear any doubt about services providers. 

Identifying controls that address the lack of direct access to data and information is the 

foundation of SME’s strategy for entering the cloud and allows the organization to 

consistently approach security needs based on the workloads and granular data 

represented in their cloud efforts. This also facilitates the implementation of resiliency 

and audit capabilities in the cloud, allowing organizations to extend their security 

philosophy into the cloud. 

 SMEs must also take the initiative to educate their employees about the threats to security 

in the cloud.  Research has shown that people who manage and use technologies have 

become the weakest link and poses the greatest threat to information security. Whiles the 

technological controls put in place, it is important to educate ordinary users of 

information systems about the threats they pose to information security. 
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5.2. Conclusions 

 
Cloud computing offers numerous advantages that Small and Medium scale enterprises can 

benefit from. These benefits are achieved through cloud’s economies of scale and flexibility. The 

prevailing situation in Ghana in terms resource availability and IT needs of SMEs makes cloud 

computing the obvious choice for SMEs. The key conclusions of this research is that, SMEs 

adopting cloud computing services will see improved service delivery and increased efficiency 

and productivity. This will eventually translate into good returns on investments. However, there 

is the need for massive awareness to be created by service providers to enable SMEs take 

advantage of the benefits that cloud computing offers. 

 

  The flexibility offered by cloud computing has its own associated risks and challenges. This 

study has explored the benefits of cloud computing and the various security challenges 

associated with it. The main concern of users in the cloud environment is data security and 

privacy. The huge amount of data and resources available in the cloud makes it a more fertile 

ground for attackers exploit. However, cloud-based defenses can be more robust, scalable and 

cost-effective for SMEs. The onuses lie on both cloud service providers and users to ensure 

effective security within and outside the cloud. This paper allows for cloud users to make 

informed decision before moving organization’s data into the cloud by know the risks involved 

and taking the necessary precautions. 
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Appendix 1: Survey questionnaire  

 

Appendix 1: Survey Guide 

Appendix 1: Survey Guide 

 

SMEs and Cloud Computing 
 

Dear Respondent, 

Thank you for accepting to participate in this research on Cloud computing security benefits and 

challenges. This study is purely to satisfy an academic requirement only. Be assured that 

confidentiality of information solicited is guaranteed. The researcher would be most grateful if 

you could give your views by answering these questions below.  

Thank you 

Section A: Demography of respondents 

Please indicate as appropriate 
 

1. In which field do your business operate 
a) Finance 
b) Consumer goods 
c) Technology 
d) Telecommunications 
e) Manufacturing 
f) Hospitality 

2. What is your level within your organization and your job function? 
a) Owner 
b) Manager IT 
c) Manager Non-IT 
d) Employee 
e) Other 

 
 

3. What is the size of the enterprise you represent 
a) 1 - 9 employees 
b) 10.- 19 employees 
c) 20 – 49 employees 
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d) 50 – 100 employees 
 
 

 

Section B: The current state of cloud computing 

Please indicate as appropriate 

1. Does your company use any form of information communication Technology (ICT) in its 
operations? 

a) YES 
b) NO 
c) Don’t know 
 

2. How would you rate your knowledge about cloud computing 
a) Very knowledgeable 
b) Quite knowledgeable 
c) Not knowledgeable 
d) Don’t know 

 
3. Do you think adopting cloud computing service will enhance your service delivery and 

thereby increase your market share? 
a) Strongly agree 
b) Agree 
c) Neutral 
d) Disagree 
e) Strongly agree 

 

4. Is your organization willing to use cloud computing 
a) Already using 
b) Thinking about 
c) Don’t know about cloud computing 
d) Will not use cloud computing 

 
5. Which cloud computing models is your organization planning to adapt 

a) Software as a Service (SaaS) 
b) Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
c) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
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d) Don’t know 
 

6. Which part of your application/process do you want to host in the cloud 
a) Application hosting 
b) Application development 
c) E-mail and messaging 
d) Desktop/Office software 
e) CRM 
f) Other 
g) Don’t know 

 
Section C: Drivers and obstacles of cloud computing 

7. What benefits do you expect to get from cloud computing 
a) More flexibility 
b) Cost savings 
c) Better scalability 
d) Complexity reduction 
e) More (core) business focus 
f) Collaboration 
g) Improved security 

 
8. What are your main concerns regarding the use of cloud computing? 

a) Security issues 
b) Legal issues 
c) Compliance issues 
d) Privacy issues 
e) Integration issues 
f) Insecure availability 
g) Vendor lock-in 
h) Insufficient financial benefits 
i) Lack of performance 
j) Lack of functionalities 
k) Immature technology 

 
9. Security concerns are a blocking issue when it comes to cloud computing 

a) Strongly Agree 
b) Agree 
c) Neutral 
d) Disagree 
e) Strongly disagree 
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10. What type of knowledge/expertise is lacking/insufficient within your organization 

regarding cloud computing? 
a) Security 
b) Legal 
c) Technology and implementation 
d) Cloud computing market 
e) Compliance 
f) Other 

11. Rate the concerns below in terms of the influence they would have on your business NOT 
adopting cloud computing? 

a) Data Privacy & Security 
b) Connectivity and downtime issues 
c) Recovery of Data  
d) No off-line/redundancy options 
e) Cloud vendor downtime 
f) Other 

 
 

12. In your opinion what are the main benefits for using a cloud-based service as opposed to 
running it in-house? 

a) Business continuity & disaster recovery 
b) Scalability  
c) Ease of adding/removing services  
d) Lower capital costs  
e) Speed of deployment/implementation 
f) Reliability  
g) Lower operating costs  
h) Expertise of the service providers staff 
 


